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SOURCE	 US citizen, public lecturer on Japan.

Wife of a former overseas newspaper correspondent
years in Japan both prior to and after World War
time correspottC-t for some of the newspapers in
travels around t:fla country to give public lectures
conditions in Japan.	 She knows many politically
who regi_larly contact her when they come to the
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concerning reported "leftist" tendencies of some
editors.	 He stated that unfortunately it was true
honeycombed with "leftist" writers whom the management
control.	 He stated that during the recent strike
pickets carrying the red flags were editors and reporters
mechanical workers whom he would ha	 expected to

.	 Sheba stated that the Asahi never interfered in anyway
of the Asahi Evening News (an afternoon English edition
Asahi Shibbun), and only once was he asked to publish
considered too "rightist" in its implications.

3.	 According to Sheba, Hisakichi Maeda, now head of
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the board of directors
a result of the merger

Sankei-Jiji, and has had
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Matautaro Shoriki who, on

of the Sankei-Jiji, is in debt "up to his neck" as
of the Jiji Shimpo and Sangyo Keizal to form the
to move the center of his activities from Osaka to

4.	 Another newspaper magnate now heavily in debt is
the advice of friends, invested heavily in the Osaka
Shimbun.	 Shoriki has done very well financially
ent television station which he started in Tokyo.

5.	 Sheba stated that one of the wealthiest men in Japan
Ichiro Kono, Minister of Agriculture, and it is known

branch of the Yomiuri
however with the independ-

at the present time is
that he is paying

in power as Prime Minister
of she office.
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most of the bills for the present Hatoyama government.

6.	 According to Sheba, Hatoyama is determined to stay
even though his health is not up to the responsibilities

7.	 Sheba further stated that he considered Kono and Nobusuke
biggest crooks in Japan today.	 According to him,
to try to speed up the peace treaty with, the USSR
of-re-establishing certain fishingg-rigAs which would
advantage.
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8.SincethedeathofTaketaroOgata who was =V or less slated to take over
the leadership of the Liberal Party, Hatoyama is more than ever determined
to stay in office. There is, however, a growing counter-movement to put
Yoshida back into power. Since the death of Ogata the chances of Yoshida
returainG to power have increased ten fold.

9. Mt Jun Tauchiya, Japanese Counsul Gencral in New York, corroborated Sheba's
statement concerning the desire of Y‘shida to return to power and stated
that Mr and Mrs Takakichi Aso (Yoshida's daughter and son-in-law) are both
working diligently to brng this about. Mrs Aso is well known to have con-
siderable political influence in Japan and closely advised her father while
he was in office.

10. Mrs Hatoyama, according to Sheba, has a great deal of political influence
these days and is known to be behind all peramal. appointments and changes.
Mrs Hatoysma is head of the Kyaritsu School wnich is a junior college in
Inky°.
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